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Helping You 

Keep Score 

Rugged Tablet/Handheld Based User-friendly Data Collection Software  

Designed to complement the TouchScreen TallyStation and TallySoft, TouchTally 
Mobile provides scanning for real time inventory, order processing, shipping, and 
quality control management. With user log-in to track data down to the individual 
operator, easy drop down menus, and a synchronized product database, 
removing human error has never been easier. Running on the latest mobile 
computers with MIL-STD 810 drop rating and IP65 for dust/moisture resistance, 
you’ll be able to control costs by keeping your Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) low 
thanks to rugged reliability while eliminating the need to carry in tear-off tags  

 

Now with retailer chargebacks costing 
between 2-10% of manufacturer 
revenue, properly labeled and readable 
bar coded products are a financial 
necessity. Poorly labeled and un-
readable bar coded products become a 
retailer’s nightmare when customer 
transactions are delayed due to product 
bar codes that can’t be scanned. Sharing 
the pain, retailers and manufacturers are 
equally on the hook for ensuring product 
bar codes are properly applied and 
readable every time.  
Ensuring your products are properly 
labeled is a necessity; and after spending 
that time on a proper bar coding system 
it makes sense to be able to track all 
those bar codes and products you’re 
making.  

Inventory

Sent to TTM and arranged by row 
column, grid reference system, 

warehouse # or yard.

Order Received

Paper based order number to be 
scanned by TTM or electronic “e” 

order sent to TTM.

Order Picking & Item Scanning

TTM scans order number from paper 
or selects “e” order and attaches 

scanned units to orders

Shipping Documentation

Information to generate shipping doc's 
is sent from TTM to clients’ accounting 

software, updating records

 
•Wood Products •Wine & Beverages •Consumer Packaged Goods 
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